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Science based on naturalist philosophy (implicit logic)

Belousov-Zhabotinsky, non-equilbrium thermodynamicsStatic equilibrium, landscape, dynamic equilibrium

"Shifts in Equilibrium Physics", 2013/01/17, 
Khan Academy MIT-K12, 4m05s on Youtube

"Does This Reaction Break the Second Law of
Thermodynamics?", 2016/12/13, Royal Institution, 
4m04s on Youtube

Self-organizing capacity, basins of attraction 

"The Best Explanation to Resilience", Brian Walker,
2009/04/03, Stockhom Resilience Centre, 7m36s 
on Youtube
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUSsRrOqynQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXLMeL5nVQk
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